The IT
Management
Mistakes
Report 2016
As enterprises move into the digital age, if
we continue to make the same mistakes the
challenges will only increase.

The Survey
Early in 2016 we ran a webinar on Gary Hardy’s “Top 10 IT
Management Mistakes”. Over 30 countries participated and
the response was so great we turned it into an annual Global
Survey. Over 40 countries participated in the survey and in this
Report we present the results.
The feedback we received confirmed that these are management blunders that
are nearly all to do with management attitude and mindset and nothing to do
with technical challenges.
Business and IT alignment is, and has been a top scoring CIO issue for more than
10 years. 10 years!! Imagine the wasted opportunities... Not to mention the
wasted resources. We can no longer afford to draw a line through the enterprise.

Going Digital – a Business Transformation
(From John Thorp Value Management expert www.thorpnet.com)
In the digital age, the global and social context within which we live and work is
changing, and the technology enabling this change continues to advance at an
ever increasing pace. Yet the track record of using technology in ways that create
and sustain value for individuals, enterprises and society is dismal, and has been
so for a number of decades. The success rate of IT-enabled change initiatives
continues to hover around 30%. At the same time, the number of employees
feeling engaged in their work has reached the same level ~ 30%. In this new
digital age, industrial age mindsets and practices are a hindrance - not a support to creating and sustaining individual, business and societal value.

Digital success requires a fundamental rethinking of how enterprises are governed,
led and managed, and the capabilities that are required. We need to go beyond
“tweaking” or re-engineering what we have to re-imagining a new digital future – one
that will involve significant cultural and behavioural change. Digital leadership involves
more than renaming the CIO position, getting a new CIO, or appointing yet more
CxOs. Digitisation cuts across organisational silos at all levels of enterprises. It requires
leadership across and beyond the C-suite with leadership capabilities recognised,
nurtured, and empowered throughout the enterprise, within the context of a valuefocused, data and analytics driven, sense and respond approach to governance.
Why is business and IT alignment after more than 10 years still the top scoring CIO
issue? http://blog.cionet.com/2016/03/24/it-trend-report-2016-the-renaissance-of-it/
Why do we continue to make the same mistakes that lead again and again to failure?

What needs to Change?
Business and IT must Converge. But how do we make that happen!?
The best way to tackle these mistakes is to educate business and IT managers about
how to manage IT like everything else. Demystify IT, in fact always deal with IT as an
integral part of doing normal business. There is good practice guidance available which
executive management should insist be applied across the enterprise. When effective
governance and management of IT is applied, value will be created and business will
engage successfully with their IT service providers.
We refer to several IT best practices and frameworks for guidance, including the COBIT5®
Business Framework for IT, the BRMI Business Relationship Management Professional
BRMP® guidance as well as ITIL®, Resilia® and ISO standards.
The following are the top 10 mistakes ranked in order based on the survey results, with
explanations and suggestions for avoiding them in the future. All were scored high with
the highest 5.13 out of 6 and the lowest 4.48 out of 6.

1. Not
appointing
the right
stakeholders
to IT steering
committees

Why is there often a disconnect and communication gap between business and
IT managers? Business managers often find IT-related meetings too technical
and hard to understand, of no interest and / or badly prepared. The role and
responsibilities for business managers in relation to IT are usually poorly defined.
Accountability for decision making is too often left to the “IT guys”

Solution?
üü Recognise that all IT initiatives are business initiatives that require business participation and
engagement
üü Set policies and authority levels to clearly demonstrate business management roles and
responsibility
üü Define clear mandates for IT-related steering committees
üü Apply good practices for decision making bodies and program / project management

Good practice: refer to COBIT5 Manage the IT Management Framework, Manage Program and Projects,
and BRMI Relationship Management, Strategic Partnering, Value Management.
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2. Not appointing
a business owner
/ sponsor to be
accountable for IT
enabled business
changes

Why is it often assumed that technology issues must be dealt with by technical
specialists? Business managers often resist taking ownership of anything technical,
think they are not IT savvy enough and fear being accountable for a potential
failure. However, when a business executive champions the use of IT and helps
transform the enterprise the outcome is much more likely to be successful.
The role of the project sponsor:
http://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/documents/public/pdf/business-solutions/executive-engagement.pdf

Solution?
üü Recognise that all IT initiatives are business change initiatives that require business sponsors and
business leadership.
üü Drive business changes as investments as a business program with business outcomes
üü Apply good program management and decision making practices

Good practice: refer to COBIT5 Manage Programs and Projects, and BRMI Value Management.
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3.Assuming IT
is only for the IT
service provider

In today’s business environment, IT is pervasive and part of everything. Technology
is embedded in every business process and is critical in achieving strategic
objectives and supporting daily operations. Governance and Management of IT
requires an enterprise-wide approach with participation from role players in the
business as well as in the IT function / service provider.

Solution?
üü Clearly define the activities, roles and responsibilities for all IT related management processes
üü Break down the barriers, attitudes and culture that can result in a divide between business and IT
functions
üü Use RACI charts to distinguish between decision makers and those that need to be involved in
getting the task done

Good practice: refer to COBIT5 Process practices, activities and RACI charts, and BRMI Relationship
Management, Strategic Relationship, Relationship networks, Powerful Communications.
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4. Failing to use a
business case to
monitor desired
outcomes and
benefits

Too often, IT-enabled business changes are poorly justified in initial business cases
then filed and forgotten. Once approved it becomes a solution-based project with a
focus on delivering technical systems. Delivering what the business case promised as
a beneficial outcome is no longer focused on and monitoring of deliverables becomes
the priority instead of monitoring the realization of benefits. This is a common reason
for project failure.

Solution?
üü Define value management guiding principles, policies and practices so that all IT initiatives are
treated as investments and IT-enabled business changes.
üü Make sure all significant investments have properly prepared business cases that cover the full
scope of the business change.
üü Maintain and monitor the business cases throughout the full economic lifecycle of the
investment. This means until the beneficial outcomes have been delivered and the claimed
benefits realised.
üü Use the business case as the monitoring tool to track desired outcomes and benefits using a
value management office (VMO) that monitors the programme for executive management.
üü The project management office (PMO) tracks project deliverables, budgets and timescales,
whereas the VMO tracks outcomes and benefits.
Good practice: refer COBIT5 Ensure Benefits Delivery, Manage Portfolio, Manage Programs and Projects,
BRMI Value Management.
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5. Failing to
appoint a
senior business
executive to drive
the management
of information
security

Information Security continues to be one of the biggest management concerns with
Cyber Security the current hot topic. It has become very technical with complex
and confusing terms making it extremely challenging for business executives and
managers to understand. Often the problem is off-loaded to technical managers. Yet
analysis has shown that the majority of information security incidents involve insiders
and that many of the issues relate to people as well as the image of the organisation.
The cost of security solutions can also be very expensive and lack of oversight can lead to wasted
investments and inadequate and incomplete protection.
https://hbr.org/2016/09/the-biggest-cybersecurity-threats-are-inside-your-company
The cost of security solutions can also be very expensive and lack of oversight can lead to wasted
investments and inadequate and incomplete protection.

Solution?
üü Create an information security plan based on real business needs
üü Ensure the plan is understood and transparent so that investment decisions can be based on a
true explanation and valid business case
üü Implement and monitor the effectiveness of the security plan like any other business investment
üü Treat security of information as a strategically important topic with accountability at a senior
business level to ensure it is taken seriously and overseen by executive management.
Good practice: refer to COBIT5 Manage Security, ISO/IEC 27000 Management of Security.
For Cyber Security, Resilia and Implementing the NIST Cyber Security Framework using COBIT5.
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6. Defining
business changes
as “IT Projects”
after the IT
solution

As we move faster and faster towards digital enterprises we seem to be constantly
focusing on technical systems and solutions rather than the necessary business
changes that IT can enable. It has become the norm to even name IT-related
initiatives by the name of the system we have chosen e.g. “SAP project”. The
consequence is often a focus on building and modifying application systems rather
than changing business processes and organisation.

Solution?
üü Stop using the term “IT project” as they are really business change projects
üü Give the project a name that relates to the intended business change
üü Also rather use the term program instead of project to focus on business outcomes not lower
level technical and other changes that are really sub-projects in the program of change

Good practice: refer to COBIT5 Manage Programs and Projects and BRMI Business Value Planning and
Surfacing and Shaping Business Demand.
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7. Defining
requirements
as a solution
description

IT initiatives seem to always move too quickly to a focus on systems and solutions.
In fact often they start with a desire to obtain a system before even a need has been
thought through. This leads to a description of the requirement actually becoming
a description of the solution rather than the desired business outcomes. It will
almost guarantee that we could deliver the requirement only to discover it is not
what we wanted! The move to agile can either be a rapid delivery of the wrong
solution or a rapid delivery of the right solution – but this will only happen if we
know what problem the agile development is trying to solve.

Solution?
üü Make sure the requirement description follows on from the business case and describes the
chain of outcomes needed to deal with the problems and opportunities defined in the business
case.
üü The detail can be developed iteratively but should clearly state required outcomes not just a list
of solution functionality.

Good practice: refer COBIT5 Manage Requirements, BRMI Business Value Planning and Surfacing and
Shaping Business Demand.
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8. Defining SLAs
in technical
delivery terms

The use of IT as a service has for many years required effective service level
agreements that define what the service will be providing for the customer to agree
and monitor. These can be between the IT department and the business user, or
between the IT department and a third party (often referred to as an underpinning
contract). However, often the SLA is defined in the language of the provider and in
technical terms. This makes it impossible for the customer to align to the required
outcomes, and difficult to monitor.

Solution?
üü SLAs should always be expressed in the language of the customer
üü The SLA should define what the provider promises that the customer will receive in terms of
deliverables, timeliness, quality, cost etc.
üü It acts as a handover from one party to the other defining each of the parties roles and
responsibilities
üü It includes agreed performance measures that the customer can approve and monitor

Good practice: refer to COBIT5 Manage Service Agreements. ITIL Service Design.
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9. Reacting only
to Audit findings

An effective Internal or External audit function is a powerful independent support
for management, providing objective and value adding recommendations to
improve business performance and reduce operational risk. However, it is always
line management’s responsibility to continually improve and implement necessary
management improvements and audit findings are at best a second or third line of
defence focusing on what management may have overlooked. If management treat
audit engagements as a nuisance and / or try to minimise the effort to resolve issues
simply to cancel out an audit exception, then opportunities to improve will have been
lost. IT related audit issues often recur year after year which is symptomatic of a negative
management and audit relationship, with limited value and high potential for risk.

Solution?
üü Plan audits as a shared management value adding interaction
üü Promote and do self- assessments prior to audits to help plan audit activities
üü Be pro-active to make audits efficient and effective
üü Help the auditors by uncovering the root causes of control weaknesses
üü Jointly agree recommended actions to deal with the root causes as well as agreeing the
importance of implementing solutions based on business impact.
üü Take management ownership for implementing solutions to audit findings

Good practice: refer to COBIT5 Monitor, Evaluate and Assess the System of Internal Control.
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10. Assuming
governance of
IT is only related
to risk and
compliance

Enterprises exist to provide value to stakeholders. Good governance is about
delivering sustainable value-creation for stakeholders that builds and protects
trust and reputation. Governance of risk means guarding against value erosion.
Compliance does not mean applying a “tick-box” attitude but rather a discipline to
adhere to ethical values and commit to corporate guiding principles and policies.
Governance of IT simply means ensuring that IT is integral to the enterprise
governance approach and baked in to the strategic planning rather than being
treated as a separate specialist discipline.

Solution?
üü Treat governance (of IT) as a top management responsibility
üü Avoid coupling governance with risk, audit and compliance functions as it can then become a
reactive management activity rather than a primary management function
üü Focus on value as the primary governance objective based on stakeholder needs
üü The board and executive management are accountable for the governance framework and
should ensure that from an IT perspective IT is adding value
üü Focus on the IT-related business risks that jeopardise value delivery
üü Manage IT-related business risks with the appropriate capabilities at a reasonable cost

Good practice: refer to COBIT5 Governance Processes.
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In Closing
Whatever your role, as an IT professional, consultant or trainer, you can help
avoid these mistakes in the future. Fixing them is not a technical challenge
but rather the application of good management practices and changed
management attitudes.
Educating management in how to solve these IT mistakes and apply good
practices is key.
We hope in having shared some of our insights here, we can help you to identify
the educational opportunities that will add value and be more successful.
Want to discuss further? Please get in touch!

@ITpreneurs
info@itpreneurs.com

@APMG_Inter
servicedesk@apmg-international.com

@ITWinners
consulting@itwinners.com
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